
Our InfoAbout us.
Where you can reach us

A secure easy to use platform for
mental health providers that provides
all the tools and automations to help
them run their practices more
efficiently
Anxiety and depression software as
treatment solution that educates
consumers, treats those with anxiety
and depression within 10 weeks with
no needs for medications or human
intervention

PsychOnline is a mental health focused
technology company that focuses on
two things

Your partner in
mental health care

Address:  HD-023 Vaswani
Chambers 2nd Flr 264-265 Worli,
Mumbai 400030
Phone: 8828033500
Email:  alpita@psychonline.com
Website: www.psychonline.in

Our Team
We are an experienced and
seasoned team of leaders and
operators with experience
running, growing companies
including several exits. More
importantly we are passionate
about mental healthcare and
want to help improve the
awareness, acceptance and
access to care options at
affordable price points



Our 
solutions

Productive
and happy
employees

Why
Choose us?

01. Your Best Medical

Your Best Medical 02.

Our Motto

A magazine is a periodical
publication, which can either
be printed or published
electronically. It is issued
regularly, usually every week
or every month.

A magazine is a periodical
publication, which can either
be printed or published
electronically. It is issued
regularly, usually every week
or every month.

Help each individual achieve at
their full potential by improving
their mental health well being

Software-as-treatment that can
treat 60% of the anxiety and
depression cases within 10 weeks
Education at grass-root-levels to
increase awareness and reduce the
more serious occurrences
Novel approach to behavior
change that prevents relapse
On-demand and affordable for
end-consumers

Deployment of our platform to help
efficiently deliver your initiatives at scale
Utilization of our anxiety and depression
software for at-scale initiatives
Broader cross-functional collaborations
including JV to join hands and increase
our impact 

We believe there is strong synergies between
PsychOnline and other corporates from our
passion for mental health and what we
focus on. We can offer:

Easy to use platform that
can be white-labeled /
customized as per needs
Security thats' built US
healthcare standards
24 x 7 IT availability and
best-in-class uptime

TECHNOLOGY

Dedicated centralized
phone number with a live
human who is always
available to assist you 24X7
End-user advocate who is
there to guide and hand-
hold
Education and awareness
to help optimize well-being

SERVICE


